The Dark Energy Survey view of the Sagittarius stream: discovery of two faint stellar system candidates
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ABSTRACT

We report the discovery of two new candidate stellar systems in the constellation of Cetus using the data from the first two years of the Dark Energy Survey (DES). The objects, DES J0111−1341 and DES J0225+0304, are located at a heliocentric distance of ~25 kpc and appear to have old and metal-poor populations. Their distances to the Sagittarius orbital plane, ~1.73 kpc (DES J0111−1341) and ~0.50 kpc (DES J0225+0304), indicate that they are possibly associated with the Sagittarius dwarf stream. The half-light radius (r_h ≃ 4.55 pc) and luminosity (M_V ≃ +0.3) of DES J0111−1341 are consistent with it being an ultrafaint stellar cluster, while the half-light radius (r_h ≃ 18.55 pc) and luminosity (M_V ≃ −1.1) of DES J0225+0304 place it in an ambiguous region of size–luminosity space between stellar clusters and dwarf galaxies. Determinations of the characteristic parameters of the Sagittarius stream, metallicity spread (−2.18 ≲ [Fe/H] ≲ −0.95) and distance gradient (23 kpc ≲ D⊙ ≲ 29 kpc), within the DES footprint in the Southern hemisphere, using the same DES data, also indicate a possible association between these systems. If these objects are confirmed through spectroscopic follow-up to be gravitationally bound systems and to share a Galactic trajectory with the Sagittarius stream, DES J0111−1341 and DES J0225+0304 would be the first ultrafaint stellar systems associated with the Sagittarius stream. Furthermore, DES J0225+0304 would also be the first confirmed case of an ultrafaint satellite of a satellite.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Sagittarius dwarf galaxy was discovered relatively recently due to its position on the far side of the Milky Way (MW; Ibata, Gilmore & Irwin 1994). Its extended morphology towards the MW plane suggested the existence of extra tidal features (Johnston, Spergel...
In this paper, we explore the tidal tails of Sagittarius within the Dark Energy Survey (DES; The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2005) footprint in the Southern hemisphere. This data set is ~2 mag (in the g band) deeper than other large surveys covering this part of the sky (e.g. Pan-STARRS or SDSS). DES is a wide-field imaging survey of the Southern hemisphere that has recently finished its third year of data taking, from an expected total of 5 yr (Diehl et al. 2016). We also identify two previously undiscovered ultrafaint stellar systems whose inferred ages, metallicities and distances make it likely that they are associated with Sagittarius. In Section 2, we present the DES data. In Section 3, we discuss the properties of the Sagittarius stream as probed by those data. In Section 4, we present a method used to search for star clusters and other stellar systems in the DES footprint. In Section 5, we report on the identification of the two star system candidates whose properties make them likely to have been stripped from the Sagittarius dwarf. If DES J0111−1341 is confirmed to be a stellar cluster, it will be named DES 2, whereas DES J0225+0304 will be named Cetus III if found to be a dwarf galaxy. Our final remarks are then presented in Section 6.

2 DES DATA

DES is a wide-field optical imaging survey of 5000 deg^2 in the southern equatorial hemisphere in the grizY bands. DES is scheduled for 525 nights distributed over 5 yr. It uses the Dark Energy Camera (DECam), a 3 deg^2 (2.5 diameter) mosaic camera with 0.263 arcsec pixels on the prime focus of the 4-metre Blanco telescope at Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (Flaugher et al. 2015). The DES data management (DESDM) uses an image-processing pipeline that consists of image detrending, astrometric calibration, nightly photometric calibration, global calibration, image coaddition and object catalogue creation. For a more detailed description, we refer to Sevilla et al. (2011), Desai et al. (2012) and Mohr et al. (2012). Here, we use DES Y2Q1 (year-two quick release) data derived from single-epoch imaging. This catalogue is derived from 26 590 DECam exposures taken during the first 2 yr of DES observing and has a median point-source depth at an S/N = 10 of g = 23.4, r = 23.2, i = 22.4, z = 22.1 and Y = 20.7. The resulting calibrated DES magnitudes are already corrected for Galactic reddening by the stellar locus regression (SLR) calibration (see Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015).

The stellar sample used in this work was drawn using ST-TRACTOR parameters Flags, SPREAD_MODEL and PSF magnitudes (Bertin & Arnouts 1996; Bertin 2011; Bouy et al. 2013). Briefly, Flags tells for instance if an object is saturated or has been truncated at the edge of the image, while SPREAD_MODEL is the main star/galaxy separator. We used the weighted average (WAVG) of the SPREAD_MODEL measurements from the individual exposures of each source. A source quality criterion of flags < 4 over the g and r filters was also applied. To increase stellar completeness, we selected sources in the r band with |WAVG_SPREAD_MODEL| < 0.003 + SPREADERR_MODEL. A bright (faint) g magnitude limit of WAVG_MAG_PSF = 17 (WAVG_MAG_PSF = 24) was also applied. In order to prevent point sources with extreme colours (including red dwarfs from the Galactic disc) from contaminating the sample, a colour cut at −0.5 ≤ g − r ≤ 1.2 was also used. Drlica-Wagner et al. (2015) show that our Y2Q1 stellar classification efficiency exceeds 90 percent for r < 23 mag, and falls to ~80 percent for r < 24 mag, whereas contamination by galaxies is ~40 percent for 23 mag and increases to ~60 percent by r < 24 mag.
3 Sagittarius Stream in the Southern Hemisphere

In Fig. 1, we show a density map of stars with \(17 < g < 23\) and \(-0.5 < g - r < 1.2\) from the DES Y2Q1 footprint in two different coordinate systems. The colour cut was performed to exclude stars from the Galactic disc and possibly spurious objects that can contaminate our sample. The left-hand panel is in the coordinate system aligned with the Sagittarius stream \((\Lambda, B)\) (Majewski et al. 2003; Belokurov et al. 2014), while the right-hand panel is in Galactic coordinates \((l, b)\). Several overdensities are noticeable, such as some GCs (Harris 2010), dwarf galaxies (McConnachie 2012) and the recently discovered dwarf galaxy Reticulum II (Bechtol et al. 2015; Koposov et al. 2015a). The Sagittarius stream in the Southern hemisphere (trailing tail) is also visible between \(90^\circ \leq \Lambda \leq 120^\circ\) and \(-15^\circ \leq B \leq 12^\circ\) in Sagittarius coordinates and between \(120^\circ \leq l \leq 190^\circ\) and \(-80^\circ \leq b \leq -45^\circ\) in Galactic coordinates (see the inset maps on the top left of each panel). In the same figure, we show with red circles two new stellar system candidates, DES J0111−1341 and DES J0225+0304. Given their physical locations, these new candidates are possibly associated with the Sagittarius stream (discussed in Section 4). In this figure, we also show ON and OFF regions. The ON region (solid lines) defined by \(95^\circ \leq \Lambda \leq 115^\circ\) and \(-5^\circ \leq B \leq 5^\circ\) represents the best-sampled region of the Sagittarius stream, while the OFF region (dashed lines) represents the sample of background\(^1\) stars located at the same Galactic latitude as the ON region. These regions are used in our colour–magnitude diagram (CMD) analysis presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Finally, the yellow solid line represents the position of a possible secondary peak previously identified by Koposov et al. (2012, see discussion in the next section).

We emphasize that our analysis of the Sagittarius stream is focused on determining, using DES data, its basic characteristic parameters, such as metallicity, age and distance ranges so that they can be compared to the properties inferred for the newly discovered systems, DES J0111−1341 and DES J0225+0304. The compatibility between stream stars and these newly found systems helps shed light on their possible physical association.

3.1 Inferred number of stars

The Sagittarius stream is known to display substructures, like its bright and faint branches, in both the northern and southern Galactic hemispheres (Newberg et al. 2003; Belokurov et al. 2006; Yanny et al. 2009; Koposov et al. 2012). In particular, in the southern Galactic hemisphere, parallel to the bright branch, but \(\sim 10^\circ\) away, the faint branch is found (Koposov et al. 2012). We start by analysing variations in stellar number counts along and across the Sagittarius stream as covered by DES, in search for any clear branching of the stream in this region. In the left-hand panel of Fig. 1, we show the density map of the Sagittarius stream in the coordinate system approximately aligned with the orbit of Sagittarius \((\Lambda, B)\) as described in Majewski et al. (2003) and Belokurov et al. (2014). We selected stars inside an area defined by \(95^\circ < \Lambda < 115^\circ\) and \(-15^\circ < B < 12^\circ\). We name this region the stream sample. This chosen region is a compromise between reaching a reasonably homogeneous stream coverage along both streams and still keeping a sizeable area within the DES footprint. To subtract the expected number of background stars coinciding with the stream sample region, we selected stars inside a region that is offset by \(\Delta l = 80^\circ\) with respect to the centre of the stream sample region. These regions\(^2\) are not shown in Fig. 1 to avoid confusion with the ON and OFF regions used in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

---

\(^1\) We refer to these stars as ‘background’, though they are dominantly composed of MW foreground stars.

\(^2\) These two regions are not shown in Fig. 1 to avoid confusion with the ON and OFF regions used in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
have approximately the same area and are from approximately the same Galactic latitude ($b \sim -59^\circ$) in order to maintain similar background density. For each region described above, we constructed the Hess diagram. In the left-hand panel of Fig. 2, we show the decontaminated Hess diagram calculated as the difference between the Hess diagrams of both regions weighted by their respective areas.\(^3\) We use the HEALPIX software to determine the effective area in each region. In order to obtain a sample of representative stars of the Sagittarius stream, we weight each star of the stream sample region by its probability of being a member of the Sagittarius stream, $w = n_i/m$, where $n_i$ represents the number of stars in a given cell of the Hess diagram, with bins of 0.01 mag $\times$ 0.05 mag, after (before) subtracting the background stars. We consider that all the stars in a given cell of the Hess diagram have the same weight. The solid lines in the CMD plane on the left-hand panel of Fig. 2 select main-sequence (MS) stars associated with the stream. We then use the weights of these stars to analyse the variation of the number of stars along and across the stream. The results are shown in the middle and right-hand panels of Fig. 2. We use the HEALPIX software to compute the area actually covered by the Y2Q1 footprint and thus to compensate the number of stars for the area loss.

Koposov et al. (2012) find evidence for a faint stream at $B \sim 8$–$10^\circ$. The DES footprint covers this area only from $95^\circ < \Lambda < 105^\circ$. The red histogram in the right-hand plot in Fig. 2 shows the number of MS stars within this region in bins of $B$; within this area, our data show a suggestion of an excess of stars that could be attributed to the faint stream. At Sagittarius longitudes $105^\circ < \Lambda < 115^\circ$, DES does not cover the secondary stream ($5^\circ < B < 12^\circ$); however, where DES has coverage ($-15^\circ < B < 5^\circ$), the number of MS stars (yellow histogram) is consistent with those at $95^\circ < \Lambda < 105^\circ$ (red histogram). Scaling the number of stars to the full range ($-15^\circ < B < 12^\circ$), we infer a number of MS stars for $95^\circ < \Lambda < 115^\circ$ as shown in the middle panel. The possible excess of stars observed at $B \sim 8^\circ$ (middle and right-hand panels in Fig. 2) only is visible when we use bin sizes between $0.6 \lesssim \Delta B \lesssim 0.7$; otherwise, this latter is not evident. Therefore, in this paper, we do not claim a detection of the branching of the stream.

3 We replace negative values in the decontaminated Hess diagram by zero.

3.2 Metallicity spread

The Sagittarius stream in the northern Galactic hemisphere and the celestial equator (Stripe 82) is known for having a metallicity range (e.g. Koposov et al. 2012; De Boer et al. 2015; Hyde et al. 2015). In particular, using photometric and spectroscopic data within the SDSS Stripe 82 region (region in common with the DES footprint), Koposov et al. (2012) determined that the stars belonging to the bright and faint branches cover a metallicity range from $-2 \lesssim [\text{Fe}/\text{H}] \lesssim 0$, while De Boer et al. (2015) determined a metallicity range from $-2.5 \lesssim [\text{Fe}/\text{H}] \lesssim -0.3$. However, the brighter branch contains substantial numbers of metal-rich stars as compared to the fainter branch (Koposov et al. 2012).

We now turn to a global analysis of the stellar populations contributing to the Sagittarius stream. We first use the red giant branch (RGB) stars to find a spread in metallicity as follows. First, we selected stars inside a region defined by $95^\circ < \Lambda < 115^\circ$ and $-15^\circ < B < 5^\circ$ (ON region; left-hand panel of Fig. 1). The more restricted range in $B$ is meant to further reduce sky coverage effects and to avoid any possible contamination by the faint branch. Using these stars, we have constructed and decontaminated a Hess diagram representative of the Sagittarius stream. The left-hand and middle panels of Fig. 3 show the Hess diagrams for the ON and OFF regions, respectively. They contain 185 558 and 117 860 stars (within an isochrone filter\(^4\)), respectively. These regions are from approximately the same Galactic latitude (see right-hand panel of Fig. 1). The decontaminated Hess diagram shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 3 was calculated as the difference between the Hess diagrams of the ON and OFF regions weighted by their respective areas. It contains a total of 87 810 stars. We use the HEALPIX software to determine the effective area in each region. In the decontaminated Hess diagram, we can identify MS, RGB and some younger population stars.

We select stars within the decontaminated CMD region defined by $0.4 < g - r < 0.8$ and $19.3 < g < 20.5$. For each interval of $\sim$0.4 mag along the CMD, we count stars as a function of colour and

4 The isochrone filter is constructed by using the best-fitting isochrone determined for mean colour values (see Fig. 3). For isochrone filter details, we refer to Luque et al. (2016).
use the Python package scipy.optimize\(^5\) to fit a Gaussian distribution to determine the mean colour value and the associated standard deviation. The peak and 1σ deviations from it are shown as the black and red dots in the right-hand panel of Fig. 3. We then choose a set of PARSEC isochrone (Bressan et al. 2012) models that visually agree with the RGB mean and associated ±1σ colours resulting from the Gaussian fits as well as the observed main-sequence turn-off (MSTO) and MS loci. This is done by imposing the following restrictions to the isochrones: (i) the model age and metallicity must respect the tight age–metallicity relation by De Boer et al. (2015) and (ii) a single distance must be used for the three sets of points along the RGB, MS and MSTO loci.

The best-fitting isochrones for the mean values and standard deviations (as described above) are shown in Fig. 3. Our results show that the stream population is old but displays a significant metallicity spread. While the peak RGB locus is consistent with [Fe/H] = −1.34, their redder and bluer ends are more metal-rich ([Fe/H] = −0.98) and metal-poor ([Fe/H] = −2.18), respectively. The metallicity spread found in this analysis is also much larger than the photometric errors (σ\(g−r\) ≈ 0.01 for RGB stars at g ≳ 20) and uncertainty in calibration\(^6\) [Δ\(g−r\) = 0.013 for the ON region], which again attests to its reality. However, metallicity determinations in the literature (Koposov et al. 2012; De Boer et al. 2015) suggest that the Sagittarius stream in the Stripe 82 region contains more metal-rich stars than our determinations.

3.3 Distance gradient

Distance determinations for different regions of the Sagittarius stream in the northern Galactic hemisphere were performed by recent authors (e.g. Belokurov et al. 2006; Correnti et al. 2010). Recent studies of the Sagittarius stream in the southern Galactic hemisphere were performed by Koposov et al. (2012) and Slater et al. (2013). Using SDSS Data Release 8, Koposov et al. (2012) determined a distance gradient from 22.08 (Λ ≃ 97.5) to 27.2 kpc (Λ ≃ 112.5), whereas Slater et al. (2013), using Pan-STARRS data, determined a distance gradient from 29.5 (Λ ≃ 102°) to 33.1 kpc (Λ ≃ 110°). We note a discrepancy in determining the distance gradient between the two groups. While it is true that both groups use red clump (RC) stars to determine the distance gradient along of the Sagittarius stream, the difference lies in the absolute magnitude value assumed in these determinations. To compare our results with the literature, we show only results within our region of analysis, 95° < Λ < 115°. In this section, we perform an independent estimate of the distance gradient along the Sagittarius stream in the southern Galactic hemisphere, so as to compare it to those previous studies.

For each interval of 2.5 in Λ, we construct a Hess diagram along the Sagittarius stream (ON region; left-hand panel of Fig. 1), eight in total. To decontaminate each one of the Hess diagrams by removing the background stars, we first divide the OFF region in subregions approximately equal to those used in the ON region, maintaining the same Galactic latitude. We then follow the same procedure described in Section 3.2. The results are shown in Fig. 4.

We estimated the distance gradient along the stream as follows. For each interval in Λ (see the text above), we first select CMD stars with 0.4 < g − r < 0.8. For two intervals of magnitude, we count stars as a function of colour and fit a Gaussian distribution to determine the mean colour value (μ). The choice of only two intervals of magnitude is due to low statistics of RGB stars present in all the CMDs. By applying this restriction, we obtain ~150 stars in each magnitude interval. The peak values are shown as black solid dots in Fig. 4. We then use a set of PARSEC isochrone (Bressan et al. 2012) models that visually fit the RGB mean values resulting from the Gaussian fits as well as the observed MSTO and MS loci. This is done by again imposing the restriction that the model age and metallicity respect the age–metallicity relation by

\(^5\) http://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy-0.17.0/reference/optimize.html

\(^6\) The uncertainty in calibration was determined by comparing the SLR calibration for Y2Q1 against external catalogues (2MASS and AAVSO Photometric All-Sky Survey, APASS-DR9). The latter transformed to DES filters.
De Boer et al. (2015). The best-fitting isochrones using the method described above are superposed on to the decontaminated Hess diagrams (Fig. 4). Our best-fitting isochrones show a distance gradient along the Sagittarius stream from $\sim 23$ kpc for $95^{\circ} < \Lambda < 97.5\degree$ and $\sim 29$ kpc for $112.5^{\circ} < \Lambda < 115\degree$. We estimate distance uncertainties in each $\Lambda$ interval by varying the age and metallicity of the PARSEC isochrones around the best-fitting case (but still bound to the same age–metallicity relation) and redoing the visual isochrone fit. We estimate a mean distance uncertainty of $\pm 0.3$ kpc. Therefore, our results are in agreement with those obtained by Koposov et al. (2012).

To quantify the effect of the distance gradient along the stream on the metallicity spread (see Section 3.2), we overplotted in Fig. 3 the same isochrone model that best fits the $-1\sigma$ Gaussian locus ([Fe/H] = $-2.18$, log(Age) = 10.12; dots shown on the blue side of the RGB locus), but now shifted to $(m-M)_0 = 17.31$ = 29 kpc (dotted–dashed line). This distance corresponds to the maximum value determined in the analysis of the distance gradient. We conclude that a variation in distance as large as is inferred in this section does not account for the observed colour spread on the RGB (see Fig. 3).

4 SUBSTRUCTURE SEARCH AND OBJECT DETECTION

Many more than 17 objects were selected by our compact overdensity search techniques, stellar density maps, likelihood-based search and SPARSEX. Only 17 of them have been published\(^7\) (Bechtol et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015; Luque et al. 2016). A careful reanalysis of the promising candidates detected by the SPARSEX code has revealed two new candidate stellar systems in addition to those reported by Drlica-Wagner et al. (2015, see discussion in the next section). In this section, we briefly review SPARSEX.

The SPARSEX code is an overdensity detection algorithm, which is based on the matched-filter (MF) method (Balbinot et al. 2011; Luque et al. 2016). Briefly, we begin by binning stars into spatial pixels of $1.0\,\text{arcmin} \times 1.0\,\text{arcmin}$ and colour–magnitude bins of $0.01\,\text{mag} \times 0.05\,\text{mag}$. We then create a grid of simple stellar populations (SSPs) with the code GENCMD.\(^8\) We use GENCMD along with PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012) and an initial mass function (IMF) of Kroupa (2001). We simulate several SSPs in a range of ages $[9.0 \leq \log(\text{Age}) \leq 10.2]$, metallicities ($Z = \{0.0002, 0.001, 0.007\}$) and distance ($10 \leq D_{\odot} \leq 200\,\text{kpc}$). To account for local variations in the background CMD, we partition the sky into $10^{\circ} \times 10^{\circ}$ regions. We then apply SPARSEX on the stellar catalogue in every sky region using the grid of the SSPs. This procedure generates one density map for each SSP model within a sky region.

To search for stellar clusters and dwarf galaxies, we convolved the set density maps with Gaussian spatial kernels of different sizes,\(^9\) from $\sigma = 0$ (no convolution) to $9\,\text{arcmin}$. To automatically detect overdensities in each map, we use the SExtractor code (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). Finally, we selected stellar object candidates based on their spatial extent, local density, and, in the case of clusters, their colour spread.

\(^7\)Thus far, spectroscopic observations have confirmed that Reticulum II (Koposov et al. 2015b; Simon et al. 2015; Walker et al. 2015), Horologium I (Koposov et al. 2015b) and Tucana II (Walker et al. 2016) are indeed dwarf galaxies.

\(^8\)https://github.com/balbinot/gencmd

\(^9\)As mentioned in Luque et al. (2016), our range of spatial kernel sizes complements those adopted by the other two substructure search techniques. This range of kernel sizes and all possible combinations of parameters, age, metallicity and distance allows us to detect compact objects as GCs, as well as extended objects such as dwarf galaxies.
on two criteria: (1) according to the number of times that the SSP models are detected. In this case, the 10 highest ranked candidates in each region of the sky and each convolution kernel were visually analysed. (2) According to the statistical significance of the excess number of stars relative to the background: we built a significant profile in a cumulative way, in incremental steps of 1.0 arcmin in radius, centred on each candidate. We then applied a simple cut in significance. All candidates with significance thresholds >5σ were visually analysed to discard artificial objects as well as contamination by faint galaxies (Luque et al. 2016).

Applying the method described above on DES Y2Q1 data, we successfully recovered with high significance all 19 stellar objects that have been recently reported in DES data (Bechtol et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015; Kim & Jerjen 2015b; Kim et al. 2015; Koposov et al. 2015a; Luque et al. 2016). Additionally, we detected 2 new candidate stellar systems potentially associated with the Sagittarius stream, DES J0111−1341 and DES J0225+0304. The physical properties derived for DES J0111−1341 reveal that this candidate is consistent with being an ultrafaint stellar cluster, whereas DES J0225+0304 is more consistent with being a dwarf galaxy candidate (see discussion in the next section).

5 DES J0111−1341 AND DES J0225+0304

DES J0111−1341 and DES J0225+0304 were detected with high statistical significance, 8.2σ and 7.5σ, respectively. A Test Statistic (TS) for these candidates was also determined in an independent manner. The TS is based on the likelihood ratio between a hypothesis that includes an object versus a field-only hypothesis (Bechtol et al. 2015, equation 4). This analysis has revealed a TS ∼ 15 (∼4σ) for both candidates. We do not observe an obvious overdensity of sources classified as galaxies, which reduces the possibility that the detected overdensities are caused by misclassified faint galaxies.

We use the maximum likelihood technique to determine the structural and CMD parameters. To estimate the structural parameters, we assume that the spatial distribution of stars of both objects follows an exponential profile model. Following the convention of Martin, de Jong & Rix (2008), we parametrize this model with six free parameters: central coordinates α0 and δ0, position angle θ, ellipticity ε, exponential scale radius re and background density Σbgd. For CMD fits, we first weight each star by the membership probability p taken from the exponential density profile (Pieres et al. 2016). We then selected all the stars with a threshold of p ≥ 1 per cent to fit an isochrone model. The free parameters age, (m − M)0 and Z are simultaneously determined by this fitting method (for details, see Luque et al. 2016; Pieres et al. 2016). To explore the parameter space, we use the emcee module for Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC; Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013)10 sampling. We use MCMC to determine the best-fitting parameters for both the exponential profile and isochrone models. The absolute magnitudes were calculated using the prescription of Luque et al. (2016). The inferred properties of DES J0111−1341 and DES J0225+0304 are listed in Table 1.

5.1 DES J0111−1341

DES J0111−1341 is the candidate detected with most statistical significance (∼8.2σ) in our sample of promising candidates. In the top-left panel of Fig. 5, we show the density map constructed using stars inside the isochrone filter. For comparison, we show in the top middle panel the density map of objects classified as galaxies. Note the prominent stellar overdensity centred on DES J0111−1341. The top-right panel shows the elliptical significance profile. It is defined as the ratio of the number of stars inside a given ellipse and in excess of the background (Nobj), Nbgd, to the expected fluctuation in the same background, i.e. Nobj/

\[ \frac{N_{\text{obj}}}{\sqrt{N_{\text{bgd}}}} \]

where Nbgd is the total number of observed stars. We build the elliptical significance profile using cumulative ellipses with semimajor axis a centred on the object. Nbgd is computed within an elliptical annulus at 30 arcmin < a < 34 arcmin from DES J0111−1341 (Luque et al. 2016). Note that the higher peak of significance (PS) is clearly steeper for the filtered stars according to our best-fitting isochrone model. In the same figure, the CMD for DES J0111−1341 is shown in the bottom-left panel. Only stars inside an ellipse with semimajor axis a = 2r0 are shown. The CMD shows predominantly MS stars. The bottom middle panel shows the CMD of background stars contained within an elliptical annulus of equal area as the previous panel. In both CMDs, we show the filter based on our best-fitting isochrone (see Luque et al. 2016). The Hess difference between the stars inside an ellipse with semimajor axis a = 2r0 and background stars (20.0 arcmin < a < 35.0 arcmin), this latter scaled to the same area, is shown in the bottom-right panel. In Fig. 6, we show the binned stellar density profile for DES J0111−1341. The best-fitting exponential model is also overplotted. In both cases, we took into account the ellipticity of the object.

The physical size (r0 ∼ 4.55 pc) of DES J0111−1341 is comparable with the size of GCs associated with the Sagittarius stream. However, its luminosity (M_V ∼ +0.3) is inconsistent with this class of objects. Therefore, its low luminosity and small size place DES J0111−1341 among the MW ultrafaint stellar clusters (see size–luminosity plane, Fig. 9). In particular, its luminosity is comparable to Kim 1 (M_V ∼ +0.3; Kim & Jerjen 2015a). However, DES J0111−1341 is fainter than DES 1 (Luque et al. 2016).

| Table 1. Properties of DES J0111−1341 and DES J0225+0304. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Parameters      | DES J0111−1341  | DES J0225+0304  | Unit            |
| α0 (J2000)      | 01:11:10.3±0.40 | 02:25:42.4±1.52 | h: m: s         |
| δ0 (J2000)      | −13:41:05.4±5.4 | 03:04:10.1±4.56 | deg             |
| l               | 142.83          | 163.58          | deg             |
| b               | −75.79          | −52.20          | deg             |
| Λ               | 86.61           | 111.02          | deg             |
| B               | −3.97           | 1.24            | deg             |
| θ               | −53.24±31.70    | 31.25±13.39     | deg             |
| ε               | 0.27±0.20       | 0.61±0.14       | deg             |
| Σbgd            | 1.040±0.001     | 1.679±0.002     | stars/arcmin    |
| D⊙              | 26.5±1.3        | 23.8±0.7        | kpc             |
| rₕ            | 0.59±0.17       | 2.68±1.33       | archmin         |
| rₑ            | 4.55±1.33       | 18.55±2.22      | pc              |
| M_V            | +0.3±0.9        | −1.1±0.3        | mag             |
| D_ab           | ~1.73           | ~0.50           | kpc             |
| [Fe/H]         | −1.36±0.10      | −1.26±0.03      |                 |
| log(Age)        | 10.06±0.02      | 10.07±0.01      |                 |
| (m − M)₀        | 17.12±0.06      | 16.88±0.06      |                 |

Notes. A Using the relation r₀ = 1.68rₑ (Martin et al. 2008).
B Adopting a distance of 26.5 kpc.
C Adopting a distance of 23.8 kpc.
D Adopting Z⊙ = 0.0152 (Bressan et al. 2012).

10 http://dan.iel.fm/emcee/current/
Figure 5. Top-left panel: on-sky number density map of stars around DES J0111–1341. Only stars that lie close to the best-fitting isochrone are included. Top middle panel: similar to the previous panel, but now for galaxies. Top-right panel: elliptical significance as a function of semimajor axis $a$ from the centre of DES J0111–1341. The solid [dashed] line corresponds to isochrone-filtered [not pass the filter (unfiltered)] stars. Lower-left panel: CMD of stars within an ellipse with semimajor axis $a = 2r_h$ from the centre of DES J0111–1341. In this and the other two bottom panels, the best-fitting PARSEC isochrone (Bressan et al. 2012) is shown, along with ridge lines meant to bracket the most likely members. Lower middle panel: CMD of background stars in an elliptical annulus of equal area on the sky as the previous panel. Lower right panel: Hess diagram of the CMD difference between stars within $a = 2r_h$ and background stars ($20.0 \text{ arcmin} < a < 35.0 \text{ arcmin}$). The mean photometric error is shown in the extreme left of each lower panel.

Koposov 1, Koposov 2 (Koposov et al. 2007) and Muñoz 1 (Muñoz et al. 2012).

5.2 DES J0225+0304

Figs 7 and 8 show the analogous information as Figs 5 and 6 for DES J0225+0304. The physical size ($r_h \sim 18.55 \text{ pc}$) and luminosity ($M_V \sim -1.1$) place it in an ambiguous region of size–luminosity space between stellar clusters and dwarf galaxies (see Fig. 9). DES J0225+0304 is elongated ($\epsilon \sim 0.61$) and has a physical size similar to an extended GC or a very small faint dwarf galaxy. In fact, the physical size, luminosity and ellipticity of DES J0225+0304 are comparable to the properties of the Tucana V stellar system ($r_h \simeq 17 \text{ pc}, M_V \simeq -1.6$ and $\epsilon \simeq 0.7$; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015).

5.3 Association with the Sagittarius stream

As mentioned in Section 3, DES J0111–1341 and DES J0225+0304 are probably associated with the Sagittarius dwarf stream. Their log (Age), [Fe/H] and $D_\odot$ (see Table 1) are well bracketed by the age, metallicity and distance ranges determined in Section 3.2 for the stream. In fact, the inferred ages and metallicities are very similar for both DES J0111–1341 and DES J0225+0304, and agree very well with the isochrone fit to the mean RGB colours of the stream, log (Age) = 10.02, [Fe/H] = −1.34 and $D_\odot = 24.5 \text{ kpc}$.

To better explore this association, we estimate the distance of the two new candidates to the Sagittarius orbital plane ($D_{\text{orb}}$). For
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Figure 7. Top-left panel: on-sky number density map of stars around DES J0225+0304. Only stars that lie close to the best-fitting isochrone are included. Top middle panel: similar to the previous panel, but now for galaxies. Top-right panel: elliptical significance as a function of semimajor axis $a$ from the centre of DES J0225+0304. The solid (dashed) line corresponds to isochrone-filtered [not pass the filter (unfiltered)] stars. Lower-left panel: CMD of stars within an ellipse with semimajor axis $a = 1 r_h$ from the centre of DES J0225+0304. In this and the other two bottom panels, the best-fitting PARSEC isochrone (Bressan et al. 2012) is shown, along with ridge lines meant to bracket the most likely members. Lower-middle panel: CMD of background stars in an elliptical annulus of equal area on the sky as the previous panel. Lower-right panel: Hess diagram of the CMD difference between stars within $a = 1 r_h$ and background stars ($25.0 \text{ arcmin} < a < 45.0 \text{ arcmin}$). The mean photometric error is shown in the extreme left of each lower panel.

Figure 8. Solid points show a binned version of the density profile of DES J0225+0304, constructed in elliptical annuli using the derived structural parameters from the best-fitting exponential profile (see Table 1). The error bars are 1σ Poisson uncertainties. The dotted line represents the best-fitting exponential profile. The horizontal dashed line shows the background level. The solid line is the combination of the background level with the exponential profile.

For this purpose, we use the best-fitting Sagittarius orbital plane\textsuperscript{11} determined by Majewski et al. (2003). We then obtain a distance of $\sim 1.73$ and $\sim 0.50 \text{ kpc}$ for DES J0111$-1341$ and DES J0225+0304, respectively. When we compare the $D_{\text{orb}}$ of the new candidates with the $D_{\text{orb}}$ determined for GCs associated with the Sagittarius dwarf (Bellazzini et al. 2003, and references therein), we note that DES J0111$-1341$ has a $D_{\text{orb}}$ similar to that of Terzan 7 ($\sim 1.89 \text{ kpc}$), whereas the $D_{\text{orb}}$ of DES J0225+0304 is comparable to that of NGC 6715 ($\sim 0.45 \text{ kpc}$). These results indicate that both DES J0111$-1341$ and DES J0225+0304 are very close indeed to the Sagittarius plane, something that strongly increases the likelihood of their association with the Sagittarius stream. However, there are GCs spatially compatible with the orbit of Sagittarius (e.g. NCG 4147 and NGC 288) but not associated with Sagittarius when their radial velocities and proper motions are considered (Law & Majewski 2010b). This suggests that the spectroscopic determination of the radial velocity and the proper motion of these systems are both crucial to confirm that association.

We use a random sampling technique to give a statistical argument for this possible association. For this purpose, we use the sample of known star clusters and dwarf galaxies from various recent sources (Harris 2010; McConnachie 2012; Balbinot et al. 2013; Laevens et al. 2014, 2015a,b; Bechtol et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015; Kopesov et al. 2015a; Kim & Jerjen 2015a; Kim et al. 2015, 2016; Martin et al. 2015; Luque et al. 2016). The null hypothesis assumes that the stellar systems from our sample are not associated with the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy; thus, we removed the four GCs confirmed to be associated with the Sagittarius dwarf (NGC 6715, Arp 2, Terzan 7 and Terzan 8). First, we calculate the $D_{\text{orb}}$ for each stellar system. We then randomly select two systems from the sample, assigning an equal selection probability to each system. After performing $10^6$ selections, we estimate a $0.08$ probability of finding two stellar systems with $D_{\text{orb}} \leq 1.73 \text{ kpc}$. While it is true that this

\textsuperscript{11} The best-fitting plane was performed by using M-giant stars detected in 2MASS data (for details, see Majewski et al. 2003).
probability value is not negligible, these randomly drawn pairs of objects are not necessarily as close to the Sagittarius orbit as our candidates.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we report the discovery of two new candidate stellar systems in the constellation of Cetus using DES Y2Q1 data. These objects add to the 19 star systems that have been found in the first 2 yr of DES (Bechtol et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015; Kim & Jerjen 2015b; Koposov et al. 2015a; Luque et al. 2016). DES J0111−1341 is a compact (r_e ~ 4.55 pc) and ultrafaint (M_V ~ −1.1) and has a physical size (r_e ~ 18.55 pc) comparable to a very small faint dwarf galaxy. These new stellar systems appear to be at a heliocentric distance D_⊙ ~ 25 kpc.

There are several lines of evidence that suggest that our new candidates are associated with the Sagittarius stream: (i) they lie on the edges of the Sagittarius stream, as can be seen in Fig. 1 (red circles). (ii) The CMD parameters (age, metallicity and distance) determined for these new candidates lie within the metallicity and age range determined for the Sagittarius stream using the same DES data (Section 3.2). In particular, they are consistent with the parameters inferred by fitting the mean CMD locus of the stream stars. (iii) The distances D_⊙ of our candidates to the Sagittarius orbital plane, ~1.73 kpc (DES J0111−1341) and ~0.50 kpc (DES J0225+0304), are comparable to GCs previously associated with the Sagittarius dwarf, more specifically Terzan 7 and NGC 6715 (Bellazzini et al. 2003). Therefore, we speculate that these candidates are likely associated with the Sagittarius stream. However, the spectroscopic determination of the radial velocity and proper motion of these substructures will be very useful to confirm this hypothesis. Furthermore, the dynamic mass, derived from the velocity dispersion, will help to confirm the nature of our candidates. If all of our hypotheses are confirmed, DES J0225+0304 would be the first ultrafaint dwarf galaxy associated with the Sagittarius dwarf stream. It would also be the first confirmed case of an ultrafaint satellite of a satellite.

As for the properties of the stream itself, the star count histograms constructed across the Sagittarius stream show a possible excess of stars at B ~ 8′. However, this putative excess is only clearly visible when we use bin sizes of 0.6 ≲ ΔB ≲ 0.7. Therefore, we do not claim a detection of the branching of the stream. We found no further direct evidence of additional stream substructures to those already known to exist.

Finally, decontaminated Hess diagrams of the Sagittarius stream allowed us to determine a metallicity spread (−2.18 ≲ [Fe/H] ≲ −0.95) as well as a distance gradient (23 kpc ≲ D_⊙ ≲ 29 kpc). This suggests that the stream is composed of more than one stellar population. Our determination of distance gradient is consistent with those determined by Koposov et al. (2012). However, metallicity determinations in the literature suggest that the stream in the cephalic equator contains more metal-rich stars than those determined in this work (see e.g. Koposov et al. 2012; De Boer et al. 2015).

In the future, DES will acquire additional imaging data in this region, allowing even more significant studies of the region in which the Sagittarius stream crosses the equator.
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